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FROM THE EDITOR | Pet

Love

This month we’re going to be
talking about our favorite fur
balls and best friends, our pets.
I remember the day I set my
eyes on my dog, Sasha, surrounded by other cute and cuddly German Shepherds. When I
saw her, my eyes lit up with excitement. I knew she was my
dog.
She laid her head on my leg as
we drove home. I promised her I would always protect her, not
knowing one day she would protect me. She’s not only a protector for me, but for our neighborhood. She once alerted us about
a group of kids who were lighting a fire. Her vigilance saved our
house and other houses around us from burning down.
She has so much energy. She runs around and fetches ropes
for hours. She loves swimming and attending pool parties with
friends and family. When the weather gets up to 80-90 degrees,
you will find her in the pool or around the poolside relaxing.
She also likes camping, were she runs freely and enjoys fetching
sticks from the lake. When we’re shopping at Petco, we never
leave without a big dog
bone. She loves them.
I’m so happy to say,
that I’m a proud owner of
a fantastic dog name
Sasha.
There is a special connection between pet and
owner and this issue we
will be talking about your
experiences with pets and
what you can do to help
your best friend stay happy and healthy.

JeannieNormandeau
Editor-in-Chief

Want to share your pet photo or heroic story?
We here at SEARCH would love to hear from you.
Send to: searchmagazinesubmissions@gmail.com

Dear SEARCH,
“My dog helps me deal
with my anxiety and depression. He's my calm in
any storm. He loves me
unconditionally.”
~Jody, Michigan
“My Snowie makes me laugh every single day
and laughter=soul goodness.” ~Dawn, Washington
“My cats intuitively know when I need comfort
or comedy. They've never betrayed me, abandoned me, or abused me. They are pure love,
and I've let them closer to me than most humans.” ~Leslie, Ontario, Canada

“My three cats Mister,
Breena, and Chloe keep me
calm and brighten my life.
Even when they run across
my laptop and change the
names of my files.”
~Elizabeth, Massachusetts
“They make me laugh, especially when I need
to most.” ~Courtney, Tennessee
“I don't know what we'd do without our cats,
Slinkee (10), Scrufferz (5) and Mr. Fox (5). They
make us laugh, de-stress us, and even help with
depression and anxiety.” ~Katie, Colorado
"Meow Meow is part of the family. She was a
rescue, but as it’s said; who rescued who?”
~Michael, Illinois
“I love my boys, Tyson and Dakota because
they accept my quirks unequivocally, love me
unconditionally, and always have my back.”
~Ryan, Lancashire, UK

“My Yorkie, Sedona,
hears my soul, not my
words.” ~Tim, Calgary,
Canada
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CITY SPOTLIGHT |ORINDA

BY LAUREL ANNE HILL

"One of America’s friendliest towns.” ~Forbes Magazine
orinda, CA
Picture a semi-rural community. Narrow roads
wind their way around wooded, home-studded
hillsides. Oaks and conifers provide habitats for clever raccoons, acrobatic squirrels, and many species of
birds—including wild turkeys. Deer munch on gardeners’ favorite plantings while daytime visits from
curious fawns remain a thrill. Welcome to Orinda,
California, likely named by a nineteenth-century
sheriff’s wife after the seventeenth-century English
poetess, Katherine Fowler Philips, also known as
“The Matchless Orinda.”
Orinda was established as a town in the 1920’s
by Edward Ignacio de Laveaga and was incorporated as a city in 1985. Close to nineteen thousand
people now live there, many families drawn by the
excellent schools. Orinda does not rate high on the
diversity scale, yet in 2012, Forbes magazine listed
the place—with an area of nearly thirteen square
miles—as one of America’s friendliest towns. Specifically noted was the annual Fourth of July Parade
with its all-volunteer marching band.
A freeway and BART train tracks divide Orinda
into two sections, the Orinda Theatre side (south)
6

and Orinda Village (north). Each side has its own
small business district. Visible to travelers on BART
and Highway 24, the majestic neon marquee of the
Orinda Theatre spells out the city’s name. Orinda
ties its identity to that landmark.
Donald Rheem built the Orinda Theatre in 1941.
The structure, including its lavish murals and art
deco design, cost almost $400,000 to construct, extravagant when the hourly minimum wage was thirty cents and many workers received less. Theatre
Square, the complex of small shops, restaurants, and
offices around the theatre, is newer—constructed in
1991.
Children of all ages enjoy the square’s Sweet
Dreams Toy Store, with its window display of huggable, lovable, and creative toys. Shelby’s FrenchCalifornia bistro offers a casual breakfast, lunch, or
dinner. One longtime favorite place to dine is Casa
Orinda, located across the street from Theatre
Square. Casa Orinda has served delicious Western
and Italian food for over eighty years. The establishment is famous for its fried chicken, the proprietary
recipe rumored to have come from Harlan Sanders
many years ago.

Casa Orinda has a cozy, friendly atmosphere,
including a hand-formed brass hearth fireplace and a
western original art collection. Intrigue and tragedy,
however, color the restaurant’s history. An upstairs
poker table helped the establishment thrive during
the early years until the manager—founder Jack
Snow’s brother—was murdered in 1965. His killer
was never found. Jack Snow sold the restaurant.
Orinda Village also has many “tales to tell.” The
library, with its plaza, picturesque waterfall and café, occupies a prominent position there. Orinda
Books, Contra Costa County’s largest independent
bookstore, stands in the shopping complex across the
street. For forty years, Orinda Books has beckoned
book lovers to browse. The shop’s author readings
and book signings attract people from all over the
Bay Area, plus they offer shelf space and reading
events to local authors.
Families enjoy the park located next to the
Orinda Community Center and Library. The park
includes a large open grass area, playgrounds, and
picnic and barbecue areas. Free weekly concerts
come to the park mid-June through mid-August.
Fond of hiking? Orinda has a great trail system
with magnificent vistas. The challenging de Laveaga
-Siesta Valley-Seaview-Vollmer Peak Trail even has
a trailhead along one of Orinda’s main roads. EBMUD requires visitors to carry a hiking pass, obtainable online. Bring drinking water and be respectful of
residents—which could include an occasional rattlesnake or coyote. Note: No restroom facilities are available.

Hikers seeking a less strenuous option might try
Orinda Oaks Park, adjacent to an open space preserve—with oaks, wild grasses, and chaparral—that
extends into the Town of Moraga. No road signs direct drivers there, which is probably why it’s sometimes called a “hidden treasure.” Reserve a picnic
area ahead of time online.

For those wishing to savor a bit of nostalgia, visit the Redwood Valley Railway at the south-east end
of Tilden Regional Park. Yes, the Redwood Valley
Railway up on Grizzly Peak Boulevard really does
have an Orinda address. Adults and children alike
love riding the steam train on this 15-inch gauge
miniature railroad. It’s difficult to resist the lure of a
steam locomotive’s chugs and haunting whistle. The
attraction is open on weekends, weather permitting.
Plus, the railroad isn’t far from Tilden Park’s famous
Herschell-Spillman Merry-Go-Round, built in 1911.
Don’t forget the California Shakespeare Festival, which runs from late May to late September at
the Bruns Memorial Amphitheater in Orinda. The
calshakes.org website lists tips for first-time visitors.
Orinda has no hotels, but excellent accommodations are available approximately five miles away at
either the Claremont Hotel in Berkeley or the Lafayette Park Hotel in Lafayette. Wherever you stay,
get a good night’s rest and consider spending a second day discovering Orinda. Residents consider the
place hard to match.■
Share your favorite Bay Area city and spots with us.
Email: searchmagazinesubmissions@gmail.com
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PETS |Animal

Rescue & Foster Care

Most of us are familiar with the
large animal rescue organization,
the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, or
ASPCA. The ASPCA provides shelter for pets so they can have a
second chance.
Willette Williams tells us of her experience with
the ASPCA. “When my daughter and I went to the
East Bay ASPCA, we thought we were there to
maybe choose and adopt a pet. We didn't realize
that instead our dog, Darling, would choose us as
her forever family instead.
“The cage appeared to be empty except for a cot
with a blanket. I read the mini pet bio out loud, and
this little head peeked from under the cot to look at
me. I got down on my knees and said hello. The
head disappeared.
“I told the staff member I would like to meet Darling. He said. ‘Ok but be aware she doesn't trust
people. She was severely abused.’ He got a leash to
put on her and lead her out to me. Instead, as soon
as the gate opened, she darted out and ran straight
into my arms, tail wagging and full of kisses. So
yeah, Darling chose me.”
Not everyone is familiar with smaller rescue organizations, but there are several of them. They often work locally and independently, and many have
specialty missions.
Demimonde told this
story. “Give Me Shelter
in San Francisco helped
me try to get my cat,
8

BY SUMIKO SAULSON

Urrow, a companion. The situation didn't work out
when the new cat started bullying Urrow. She had
to go back, but GMS was really understanding and
managed to rehome her. They do great work.”
Larger organizations use foster homes for special
case animals with health issues that cannot wait for
adoption in a kennel or shelter situation. For small
organizations. foster homes are indispensable due to
the lack of shelter space the national organizations
have. They rely on foster homes to house pets waiting for adoption.
When a pet loses its owner
Most of us have faced
the loss of a beloved family pet, but how many of
us have thought about
what would happen to
our pets if they outlive
us?
It wasn’t a subject I
had given much thought
to before a neighbor and local safety activist, Judy
Salamon, passed away leaving two pets behind. I
fostered and adopted her fourteen year old tabby
cat through Oakland’s Hopalong Animal Rescue,
which had a program to place older pets who survived senior owners. We renamed her Tigerlily.
Even though we only had her a year, she brought
tremendous joy to our lives.
Judy was an animal lover who volunteered at Second Animal Rescue and she was a dog walker. One of
her dog walking customers adopted her Chihuahua,
who used to go along on the walks, and his dog had
bonded with him.
Injured or ill pets
Senior animals aren’t the only ones that wind up
in foster care. Many times baby animals that lose
their mother before
they are weaned can’t
survive without special care. They are fed
with a dropper or bottle and monitored
closely by loving and
kind people. Baby animals need to be kept
warm with blankets

and sometimes heating pads. Sometimes foster parents need to wake up in the middle of the night to
feed them. The foster parents don’t necessarily
adopt them, although it is easy to get attached and
want to keep them all. Most people can’t permanently home an entire litter.
Animals that have been injured also often go
through foster care prior to adoption. Perhaps you
have seen abandoned, neglected, or abused animals
on television or on your Facebook feed. These kinds
of animals usually need one-on-one care before they
are made available to adoption. Some veterinary
staff foster these animals, but laymen are also
known to care for injured pets.
Feral pet rescues are another type of specialty animal rescue. The Feral Cat Foundation (FCF) of Alameda and Contra Costa Counties is one such.
Unique homeless pets
Non-traditional pet rescuers help to find homes for
animals other than the cats and dogs most of us
adopt. There are rescues that house reptiles, small
mammals like rats, mice, hamsters, rabbits, guinea
pigs, and even larger exotic animals like llamas.
Tort Rescue is one such rescue. They help find
homes for turtles, tortoises, snakes and other reptiles and amphibians.

Animal rescue groups that save larger animals
from circuses and zoos, or non-domesticated breeds
that have been kept as pets are called sanctuaries.
They rescue large animals that are not suitable for
placement as pets and do not offer them for adoption. Performing Animal Welfare Society (PAWS)
in San Andreas, California is one such rescue, saving
elephants from circuses and zoos.
If you are looking for a pet to rescue, or want to
donate time helping these animals, contact one of
the agencies below.

Bay Area Adoption and Rescue Organizations:
Give Me Shelter Cat Rescue:
www.givemesheltersf.org
Tort Rescue: (415) 879-8678
tortrescue@hotmail.com
San Francisco SPCA:
www.sfspca.org
East Bay SPCA:
www.eastbayspca.org
Feral Cat Foundation:
www.feralcatfoundation.org
Hopalong Animal Rescue: www.hopalong.org
Rocket Dog Rescue:
www.rocketdogrescue.org ■

Our Mission

Pride and Pedigree strives to provide safe, secure, and skilled
Dog Daycare and Dog Boarding for your best friend. We provide
care based on your dog’s needs, through constant supervision
with an emphasis on appropriate canine interactions. We offer
the type of environment we would want for our own dogs.

Our Values

*Kindness and respect for both dogs and their families.
*Dedication to providing the best service for your dog.
*Commitment to ongoing education with our primary motivation
being your dog’s care and well being.

Pride and Pedigree
(925) 446-4605
1700 East St.
Concord, CA 94520
info@prideandpedigree.com

An "Amber Alert" for pets. Post your lost, found,
and sightings of animals on our Facebook page.
Brentwood to Pittsburg.
You can also email us at fidoalert@yahoo.com

HEALTH |

The Importance of Exercise

Do you want to be happier,
reduce stress, and lead a
healthier lifestyle? It’s easier to
accomplish than you think. All
you have to do is exercise. You
might be thinking to yourself that
you don’t have the time for it or
maybe you think it’s too hard to
stick to a routine.
Change never comes easy, but once you find out
how physical activity can improve your life and how
much fun it can be, you will be glad you did it.
Twenty minutes of exercise a day can change your
life.
Why is it important?
The human body is meant to be active. If we sit
for too long, we have problems with obesity, high
blood pressure, stiff joints, depression, and anxiety.
When you exercise, your body produces endorphins
that elevate your mood and reduce stress. Exercise
is an all-natural anti-depressant, and it costs you
nothing.
I started to exercise regularly when I was in my
early thirties. I got to a point where I was heavier
than I had ever been, and I didn’t like how slow I
was moving. I started to walk on a treadmill at work
during my lunch breaks. I lost weight and found
that I really loved getting a workout. Pretty soon I
went from a half hour a day on a treadmill to trying
yoga, Zumba, and Taekwondo. Fifteen years after
starting, I’m addicted and can’t imagine going more
than a day without it. I also find I have more aches
and pains if I go too long without being active.
I work with a lot of older people, and they all
agree the best way to stay healthy as you get older
is to stay active. As one co-worker I talked to said,
“When you stop moving you start to have health
problems. It’s not good to sit for too long.”

How do you find the time?
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BY DAVID WATSON

One reason some people don’t exercise is because they have trouble finding time, but if you put
your mind to it you can find plenty of ways to be
more active. One thing I did to make sure I was getting enough activity in my day was to park far away
from the place I worked so I would have a long walk
to get inside. Another thing I did was I went out into the stairwell to run up and down the steps on my
breaks at work. I knew a few people who did this,
and one woman told me she does it to help her deal
with the stress on the job. If she didn’t walk to clear
her head, she couldn’t handle the job and felt like
the walls were closing in.
How do you stay motivated?
One thing to do to motivate yourself is to make it
fun. At home I like to turn on a cheesy action or
horror movie and do yoga while I watch it. I also use
my smart phone or tablet. There are lots of podcasts
and internet radio stations like Pandora, Stitcher, or
TuneIn where you can find excellent music to make
your workout more fun.
How do you Find program?
If you want to try something different to increase your activity level, you could try a class. You
don’t have to look hard to find some in your area,
like dancing, martial arts, or yoga. There are plenty
of professional gyms and studios that offer these,
but if you’re looking for a cheaper place to find some
classes try your local recreation department. Many
local communities have a place where you can meet
people in your area, play team sports, take a Zumba
class, or any other kind of class imaginable. This is
the low cost way to find out if you like something
like yoga. Don’t worry if you’re not good enough to
participate in a class. Most recreational departments
offer classes for different skill levels, and you will
always find people who will help you learn.
In closing, exercise is important and not as hard
to work in to your schedule as you think. The benefits include less stress, better health, and it could
lead you to meeting a whole new group of friends. So
give it try, you won’t be sorry. ■
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our website
for news
& coupons.

MUSIC |The

Sounds of the City

Our iconic city has been the
backdrop to a whole host of
movies almost since the motion
picture industry began. The talent
of a cinematographer (the one
who sets the filming up on the instruction of the director) can
even make the backdrop a character in its own right, becoming
more than just stunning scenery.
What of that other unsung member of the cast?
Every film has it and most of us don’t even register
its presence. Yet take it away and the film becomes
somewhat lifeless and flat, no matter how beautifully shot the aforementioned backdrop is. It’s the specially-recorded film score.
Movies showcasing San Francisco have been
scored by a whole host of uniquely talented composers. We’re going to take a look at a handful.
Let’s start with, naturally, San Francisco, a film
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BY ELLIOT THORPE

from 1936 starring Clark Gable. The main theme
‘San Francisco’ (sung in the film by Jeanette MacDonald) is a love-song to the city.
Of course, drama and intrigue are equally at
home. Dirty Harry takes us straight into the action
and the grime of the criminal sect. Lalo Schifrin, responsible for so many uber-cool soundtracks
(Murderer’s Row, Joe Kidd, Mission: Impossible et
al), gives Clint Eastwood a beautifully sounding
canvas that makes his Magnum .44 almost sing in
unison. Take the percussion amid the skewed vocals,
and you have one startlingly impressive score.
Space may very well be the final frontier, but
the voyages of the USS Enterprise have to start
somewhere and multiple incarnations of Star Trek
have shown the futuristic base of operations to be a
multi-racial (and multi-alien) San Francisco. Jerry
Goldsmith composed a rousing leit motif that stirs
the soul of the 23rd century version of the city. Leonard Rosenman and Michael Giacchino followed over
the years, the former even having the opportunity
to help tell the story of two humpback whales rescued from Sausalito by Kirk and his gallant crew.
Pacific Heights is the setting for the 1990 thriller starring Michael Keaton delivering a chilling

performance as the interloper into Melanie Griffiths’
marriage. Hans Zimmer, in recent years, has become
a prolific composer of many of today’s blockbusters.
His early work however, showcased here, was subtle
and brooding, perfectly encapsulating the dark undertones seeding themselves amidst the beauty of
the neighbourhood.
The Golden Gate Bridge has been used in a number of storylines and 007 scaled the gantries in the
guise of Roger Moore battling Christopher Walken.
John Barry was there too, the quintessential Bond
composer, and while 1985’s A View To A Kill isn’t
one of the best of the franchise, Barry’s score is typically thrilling and sweeping all at once. Just hang
on while you’re up there though because the Apes
are coming! For Rise of the Planet of the Apes, Patrick Doyle produced an urgent, desperate sound for
the simian uprising as Caesar and his Apes stormed
the fog-laden Bridge. It’s a visually impressive scene,
made all the more thrilling by Doyle’s music.
When the score is as good as the film it represents, one can’t go wrong. One of the greatest American movies of all time is set in our beautiful city. It
marries a stupendous lead (James Stewart), a stunning co-star (Kim Novak), a visionary director
(Alfred Hitchcock) and an accomplished composer
(Bernard Herrmann). Vertigo encapsulates the defining motifs of Hitchcock’s career and has a wonderful, chilling and dramatic spiralling musical signature—simply, one of the finest scores ever composed.
Clint Eastwood’s prisoner out-maneuvered Patrick McGoohan’s warden in Escape From Alcatraz, a
coolly momentum-building film. Jerry Fielding’s
jazz-influenced background gives it a complex
sound. More conventional are the themes
for the Birdman of Alcatraz.
A change of pace and style with Frank Sinatra’s
womanizing, two-bit singer from the 1957 musical Pal Joey. It features three of Sinatra’s most famous songs, “Bewitched, Bothered & Bewildered”,
“My Funny Valentine”, and “The Lady Is A
Tramp”.
The Pursuit of Happyness, a tear-jerker is arguably Will Smith’s strongest dramatic performance
next to Ali. To tell the story of a struggling salesman, Andrea Guerra’s touching and emotive score
perfectly captures our hearts, bringing angst to
Smith’s portrayal.
When Robert Redford cheerfully hacked into
computer networks before being ‘hired’ by the NSA

in Sneakers, James Horner followed with a beautiful
jazz-laced score. He hired saxophonist Branford
Marsalis to exude the necessary ambience for
1992’s Sneakers, and it works perfectly.
Staying with James Horner for the moment, we
jump to a future-esque San Francisco and Robin
Williams as the robot Andrew in Chris Columbus’
1999 film Bicentennial Man. Williams’ most wellknown film role was of course Mrs. Doubtfire, and
Howard Shore gave us that touching and light
soundtrack.
A musical journey through the film career of
San Francisco wouldn’t be complete without mentioning Bullitt. Steve McQueen is a movie star legend, period. Bullitt, of all the films I mention here
(and many many more I don’t have the space for)
is the one that turns the city streets, specifically
those of Russian Hill, into the ‘character’ I alluded
to at the top of this article. Admittedly, the car
chase sequence is a small part of the overall film, but
it’s the sequence that is most remembered. Rightly
so, but what of the actual music? It’s classic Schifrin, jazzy and upbeat, with cool vibes and blistering
rhythms.
Finally, let’s leave the dark comfort of the movie theater and go out onto The Streets of San Francisco for an honorary mention of Patrick Williams’
theme to that classic 70s TV series. I’ll leave that
with you. ■

Meant to Be...MINE
Two love stories to warm your heart.
“That Feeling”
By Emmy Z. Madrigal
Rock front man Greg Stang, falls in
love at first sight when he overhears the melancholy piano playing
of the hauntingly beautiful Raven.
Will she return his affections? Or is
he just another guy blindly following her?
“The Unusual Manners of Mr. Aarons” By Lela Bay
Emmaline is taken by Mr. Aaron’s good looks and peculiar interests, but it appears like he’s after her cousin.
Beautiful Catherine Connersfield is the more sensible
choice, but will she have him? More to the point, will
Emmaline stand by and let her?

TRAVEL |Fur-tastic

Vacations

BY MICHELE ROGER

New York City
Whether it's Spring Fashion Week or just a
“New York State of Mind” that inspires you, the
Crosby Street Hotel is said to be one of THE most pet
-friendly hotels in all of the city. Classified as a boutique hotel due to its stunning architecture and art
collection, it is also known for its devotion to pet
travelers. For example, when booking a room for
you and your pet at the Crosby, staff suggests a
room above the sixth floor. The sound of cars and
people is greatly diminished after floor six and
hence, your dog will feel more relaxed, ensuring a
restful night's sleep for both of you.

Chicago
Whether it's for business or
pleasure, more and more travelers are including their dogs and
cats in their trip plans. Sometimes,
finding the perfect home away
from home isn't so easy when your
traveling companion's favorite
hobby is chasing squirrels. For this
issue, I've sought out the best destinations for everyone, whether
they walk on two legs or four
paws.

San Francisco
If a day trip or San Fran "stay-cation" is in your
future, consider a night at the Marines Memorial
Club Hotel. It receives high marks from travelers for
its family feel as well as its pet-friendly policy. Located just minutes from the local dog park, travelers
report that pet-friendly rooms have equally stunning
views overlooking the city as ordinary rooms. As an
added bonus for the two-legged traveler, the Marines
Memorial Club Hotel also offers a two hour nightly
happy hour free for their guests. The free happy
hour includes drinks, beer, wine, and snacks.
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Let's say that a reward for both Fido and yourself is in order. Consider the indulgence and splendor
of the Four Seasons Hotel. While known for being
one of the highest ranked luxury hotels in the Midwest, the Four Seasons understands that for many
travelers, their pet is part of their family.

With that in mind, the hotel not only offers petfriendly rooms but also makes recommendations for
cafes and pubs downtown that welcome dogs and
cats. Don't forget the natural resources that make
Chicago great. Run with your dog along Lake Michigan. Play at the beach or go for a swim in the salt
free waves. Once you return to your room, she sleeps
comfortably at the end of your bed, and you head
down to their delicious weekend brunch complete
with champagne. As an added bonus, Four Seasons
is very conscious about preserving the integrity and
health of all animal life. Hence, all of their bath
products are from Malin+Goetz, a botanicals company who refuses to test any of their products on animals.

Travel tip: Airlines and train railway companies often require
passengers traveling with pets to
show proof of licensing as well up
to date pet vaccinations. Be sure
to keep documentation for your
pet included with your own ID.
Shannon Carolin and her therapy dog,
Coal, often travel together

North America
If several points of interest are part of your
travel plan and you need a chain of hotels, I suggest
travelers read about the fantastic, fur-friendly Loews
Hotel and Resorts. This chain of hotels as well as resorts has multiple locations throughout the United
States, as well as Canada. The thing that sets Loews
hotels apart from other pet-friendly hotels is their
dining option called “Loews Loves Pets”. The program requires a one time $25 registration fee.
“Loews Loves Pets” includes pet mats for accidents
and muddy paws for dogs. For cats, littler boxes,
clumping litter, and cat toys are available. All animals in the program receive treats, pet beds, as well
as water and food bowls. Room service menus include meal options for both humans and their furry
friends. Going above and beyond to ensure the happiness of both owners and their companions, all pet
meals on the room service menu have been created
and developed by a collaboration of chefs as well as
vets. Healthy and delicious is possible even on the
road. Several travelers I spoke with say they only
book through Loews because their pet policy is so
good and makes traveling with animals stress free.
No matter if your next trip is just for a day or
for a month, the option of pet travel is coming out of
the dark ages. With a little extra planning, travel
and dining can be delicious, healthy, and fun for
both of you. For all that dogs and cats give to humans, a little forethought in travel plans will ensure
they enjoy the trip as much as you do. ■

PET TRAVEL TIPS:
Do you have a favorite place to travel
with you pet? Do you have tips for people new to traveling with pets?
Send pictures, comments,
or questions to:
searchmagazinemail@gmail.com
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TECH| De-cabling

VS. Cable

BY EMERIAN RICH

To de-cable or not to decable, that is the question. In
the duel between de-cabling
versus traditional cable companies, who wins?

online, you must have a cable password to access
them, which means you are still paying for traditional cable. Some people would call this a deal
breaker, but if you are like us and adamant about de
-cableing, let’s talk about some of your subscription
options.

With the high cost of cable and the creation of independent entertainment companies like Netflix and
Hulu, people are seriously questioning their options.
Can they go off the main network system, have a
lower bill, and watch more quality programming
they enjoy, when they want to enjoy it?
My household de-cabled about ten years ago and
never looked back. Our biggest problems with cable
were work shifts and commercials. The shows we
wanted to watch were never on at the time we wanted, and if we channel surfed, we ended up bored or
watching DVDs instead. At the time, we had a newborn baby, and every time he needed something,
we’d miss a chunk of our show. At that time, pausing live TV and “on demand” viewing wasn’t an option unless you paid even more money for TiVo service. Basically, appointment TV just wasn’t working for us, and paying close to one hundred dollars a
month felt like a rip-off. So, we de-cabled.
De-cableing gives you the power of choice. Depending on how you choose, you will most likely
pay less on subscriptions, but is de-cableing right for
you?
The cons to de-cableing? Live TV can be tough. If
you like local news, watching traditionally aired
football games, or even the Olympics, you will be
disappointed. If there is a national disaster or terrorist attack, you will be limited to the news clips
shown online or minimal clips on app services,
which air several days after the event.
However, there are options if you are serious
about de-cableing. Subscribe to news websites, get
the apps for your favorite news reporters, or visit
your favorite news site online where you can sometimes see live feeds. If you access most of your news
online, it won’t be tough to break away. My biggest
disappointment has been the Olympic games. Even
though television channels say you can watch them

Back when movie rental places like
Hollywood and Blockbuster still existed, Netflix was the new kid on the block. It was
easy, cheaper, and so innovative, that some people
didn’t trust it. Netflix offered a place where you
could search thousands of movies online and for a
minimal fee, have them delivered to your door.
They took away the late fee by offering the leisure
of returning the DVD whenever you wanted another
one. They offered streaming content, but at first, no
one really knew how to access that except for sitting
in front of your desktop watching movies, which
none of us wanted to do. As technology and the
“app” became more popular, streaming movies became something so easy our household decided to do
away with the DVD portion of our subscription.
Now, in 2017, they have a massive library of movies, your favorite TV series, and Neflix-created series
that are quite good.
The good
*No commercials.
*If you want to watch brand new releases, you can
subscribe for the DVD package and get new movies
sent to you in the mail.
*Streaming offers a lot of good content in movies,
TV, and children’s programming. Most things on
Netflix stay there for years, so you can skip ahead
or re-watch your favorite episodes.
*Netflix produces a lot of their own series that are
really rather good. Shows like House of Cards and
Orange is the New Black have even won industry
awards.
*What I like about Netflix series is they seem to
be created by people who enjoy creative storytelling and are not strapped in by the traditional
network guidelines. Shows like Unbreakable Kimmy
Schmidt, Stranger Things, and Jessica Jones are
quality, likeable series that could have been on one
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Netflix- The best for movies.
$ Monthly Subscription.

of the traditional networks, but perhaps not given
the freedom of expression as they are on Netflix.
The bad
*There is no live aspect to Netflix right now. If
you are a fan of current shows like The Walking
Dead, you will have to wait up to possibly a year to
see the new seasons, hoping that none of your cabled
friends spoil the plot lines for you.
*You won’t have access to every movie if you
aren’t part of the DVD subscription service. New
releases generally aren’t on streaming, so you’ll have
to rent them from Redbox or Amazon.

Hulu- The best for TV.
$ Monthly Subscription.
Hulu is a lot like Netflix. They offer
movies, TV, and produce their own
original content. They also have tons
of old TV show series, especially obscure Horror and
Science Fiction programming. The biggest difference
is they air a lot of the new TV shows that are on
now. Are you a fan of Dancing with the Stars or
America’s Got Talent? You can watch them virtually
as soon as they air. It usually takes a day or two for
them to appear, but you won’t be waiting months or
years for the shows. They also offer shows that
aren’t usually streamable like the soap opera General
Hospital and talk show Late Night with Seth Meyers.
One tip, splurge for the no commercial package. It’s
worth your sanity.
The good
*New TV shows appear quickly after aired on traditional stations.
*They offer the option to have commercials or not,
depending on package. The non-commercial package
is about four dollars more a month.
*Horror and Science Fiction friendly with a lot of
content available.
The bad
*They have a few good original productions, but
the Hulu Originals are not as well produced as Netflix.
*Nowhere near as many movies as Netflix, especially if you are looking for romantic comedy or drama.
*Sometimes your show drops off unexpectedly, or
episodes expire before you can watch them.
*If you get hooked on a new series, you will once
again be hooked on the appointment TV mode, anxiously awaiting the next episode to pop up.

*Hulu’s “Watchlist” is not as user friendly as
Neltflix’s “My List”.
There are still other subscription services for you
to choose from such as Amazon Instant Video, Sling
TV, or even the free Crackle. Networks like HBO,
Starz, and CBS have also started offering monthly
subscriptions at varying rates. Do your homework
and test them out. The best thing about being decableed is most of these services have a month free
trial. If you don’t like one, you can move on to the
next.
De-cableing is a decision to consider wisely. Decableing might not be right for you if you are a TV
junky that can’t handle life without the box or if
you thrive on live news and sporting events. Other
things to consider… Will it cost you more to buy all
these services individually than with a cable package? Are you willing to risk the unknown for the
possibility of saving money? Consider all this carefully before switching. For our family, it was the
best decision we’ve made. We chose to pick and
choose instead of paying for packages that didn’t fit
our lifestyle or watching habits. Discuss it as a family, and choose what’s right for you.■

Locations in Brentwood,
Pleasant Hill, Oakley,
Concord and across

the Bay Area.
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Pet Health | with Veterinarian Dr. Teresa Spencer
It’s springtime, and with it comes
more outdoor activities. This is a
great time to take the dog out for
a Frisbee game in the park or let
your cats out on the patio for
some sun.
As temperatures increase, you may wonder what
you can do for your pets to help them stay happy,
healthy, and safe from disease. I had the immense
pleasure to interview Dr. Teresa Spencer, veterinarian and pet lover.
Dr. Spencer knew she wanted to be a veterinarian
at the tender age of five.
“I’d been diagnosed with severe allergies to the
point of anaphylaxis and passing out,” Dr. Spencer
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BY EMERIAN RICH
says. “And the specialist advised getting rid of all
our pets. I announced I was going to be a vet. The
allergists condescendingly suggested I should rethink my life plans. I challenged him to prove it was
animals I was allergic to and said, ‘If I end up allergic to animals, I will become a snake doctor, because
they don’t have fur.’ I sound like a real pistol, don’t
I?”
In the end, they discovered Teresa was allergic to
every plant known to mankind, but not animals.
Thank goodness she wasn’t. She’s gone on to help
thousands of animals with her gift. As a pet lover,
Dr. Spencer has two horses, two dogs, three indoor
cats, and three ‘porch’ cats, which are feral cats she
trapped, neutered, vaccinated, released, and now
think they belong to her. In her practice, she generally cares for horses, dogs, and cats, but she’s had

rabbits, gerbils, exotic rodents, and reptiles. Her
first pet as a child was the family Shepherd, which
was quite elderly.
“I was sick a lot as a child,” Dr. Spencer says. “I
escaped through fantasies woven from my reading. I
used to go on grand ‘adventures’ with the elderly
family dog, even though neither one of us ever left
the sofa.”
Her brother gave her a pair of gerbils for Christmas when she was eight. A year later she had forty.
Still, becoming a veterinarian wasn’t all gerbils and
puppy dogs.
“I had to fight hard to become a veterinarian. At
the time, more men than women were accepted for
the few slots available. I almost gave up, but I’d
read and loved the James Herriot novels. I figured if
my idea of the perfect weekend was sleeping in a
barn waiting to see a mare foal, then I was meant to
be a vet.”
Sarah fell in love with horses at an early age, and
everything she did was so she could ride.
“I bought my first horse off a slaughter truck for
eighty-nine cents a pound, and I still have him thirty years later. I’m at a point now in my life where
the smart thing would be to stop riding, but I am
first and foremost a horsewoman. It is an integral
part of my identity. I’d rather break my neck riding
than stop.”
Whether you are an avid pet person or a new pet
owner, we’ve pulled together some questions that
will be helpful to you in the coming months, and Dr.
Spencer was kind enough to answer.
How often should dog and cat owners bring in their
pets for checkups?
Vaccinations aside,—because not all animals need to
be vaccinated annually—for the first seven years or
so, most pets should be examined once a year. After
that, twice a year is ideal. I can’t tell you how many
times I’ve asked, ‘How long has this lump/bad
tooth/skin infection been present?’ Only to have an
owner look at me blankly. If your pets are getting
regular exams, stuff can be identified before it’s too
late. Cats are very good at hiding illness—even from
observant owners.
How often should your dog be bathed?
Most dogs shouldn’t be bathed more than once a
month. If you have a dog getting ‘smelly’, then
there is usually an underlying problem—such as

skin disease or an ear infection—that needs to be
addressed.
Do cats really need to be groomed? Don't they give
themselves a bath?
The answer to that is, it depends. Cats with a lot of
flea dirt can benefit from a bath. Long-haired cats
frequently need professional grooming to prevent
matting. That said, I’ve never bathed any of my
current cats—but they are all short-haired, live inside 100% of the time, and I practice monthly flea
control and comb them frequently.
What are three things pet owners could do to keep
their pets happy and healthy in hot weather?
Pay attention. Flat-faced dogs, like Boxers and
Bulldogs, are highly susceptible to heatstroke. So
are young, active dogs such as Labradors, who will
keep playing as long as you ask them to do so. Learn
the signs of heatstroke and take steps to avoid it.
Practice good flea and tick control, and if it is too
hot for you to walk barefoot on asphalt, then don’t
ask your dog to do the same.
What are warning signs for pet health?
Most people will notice if a pet isn’t eating, but
weight loss—even with a good appetite—and increased water consumption are usually big red flags.
Do older cats and dogs need special care or more frequent visits?
Definitely. There are so many things we can deal
with if caught early, such as dental disease leading
to heart or kidney failure, or hyperthyroidism in
geriatric cats, diabetes, etc.
What's the best way to prevent fleas?
Talk to your vet! Don’t take the random advice of
every Tom, Dick, and Harry online. Nothing saddens me more than hearing someone used some
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over-the-counter product and killed their pet by accident. There is no one product that fits every situation, either. It may take mixing and matching to
manage adequate flea control, particularly if you
have both dogs and cats. Cat fleas cause more allergic reactions and skin problems on dogs than dog
fleas do—and yes, there are different species of fleas.
Also, don’t wait until you have a problem to treat it.
One flea can lay 100 eggs a day. You can go from no
fleas to millions in a matter of weeks. Never assume
an indoor pet can’t get fleas—they can travel
through walls. The worst infestations I’ve ever
seen—pets that needed blood transfusions to save
their lives—have been in 100% indoor pets. They
can’t get away from the fleas.
What's the most common pet injury, and what can be
done to prevent it?
That really depends on the species and breed. In
dogs, it’s usually an injury to the ligaments in the
knee—and that is difficult to completely prevent,
though regular exercise and maintaining a good
weight helps. In cats, it is frequently an abscess due
to a cat bite—keeping your cats inside helps with
that.
How much exercise should your dog get outside?
It depends on the breed. At minimum, most dogs
need at least a thirty minute walk every day, and for
some breeds, this doesn’t even begin to cover their
needs. Sporting dogs, breeds bred with high-drive
and working dogs, such as Shepherds or Dobermans,
may need much more than this to keep them happy
and healthy. Lack of adequate exercise is a major
factor in behavioral issues. Understand what your
breed of dog was originally designed to do. Dalmatians were bred to run behind horse-drawn carriages,
which is why they are ‘firehouse’ dogs. The first firetrucks were drawn by horses. A Dalmatian that
spends ten hours a day stuck in an apartment without an outlet for that energy is going to be hard to
live with.
Is it okay to have an indoor-outdoor cat? What
should you do to protect them?
Yes, provided you live far enough from a busy road.
Keep in mind as a rule, indoor cats live twice as long
as outdoor cats. They don’t get feline leukemia from
fighting, or hit by cars, or killed by dogs. If you have
indoor-outdoor cats, it’s a good idea to bring them
inside at night and feed them at the same time twice
daily so you can catch them or observe them as
needed.
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What is the best way to train your dog not to bark at
everything?
That’s a tough one. Some breeds are naturally
‘barky’. Some people recommend teaching your dog
to bark on command—and then not giving the command to bark. I believe in taking control of the situation. When my Shepherd barks at the door, I ask
him if he thinks there is really someone out there—
and then open the door to show them no one is there.
When he sees that he’s made a mistake, he settles
down. If there is someone at the door, I thank him
for his input and assure him I have things under control. He usually settles down then.
What is the most common pet disease and can it be
prevented?
One of the biggest problems I have to deal with is
obesity. We love our pets, and we don’t ever want to
feel as though we’ve deprived them in any way. But
free-feeding dry food leads to diabetes in cats, and
weight loss alone has a bigger impact on joint pain
and mobility than pain medicines.
For those of you considering a career in the veterinarian
field, Dr. Spencer was gracious enough to give us some
facts you should know.
How long does it take to become a veterinarian?
Technically, you can apply to vet school without a
bachelor’s degree, as long as you’ve completed the
core requirements of biology, physics, and biochemistry. That usually takes about two years of undergraduate work. You can get into vet school with any
degree, as long as you have met the requirements.
Most people get a degree in either biology or animal
science, which is usually a four-year degree, and then
vet school itself is four years.
If someone wants to become a veterinarian, what is
the most important thing to know and how do they
get started?
Of all the medical professions, becoming a veterinarian entails a high degree of debt for very little return
in pay. You go into it because you love what you do,
not to make money. There is a reason why the profession has a very high suicide rate. It is incredibly
stressful. Too often treatment comes down to a client’s ability to pay. It’s hard to deliver bad news on
a daily basis.
What is the worst thing about being a vet?
Telling someone their beloved pet has a terminal disease or something too expensive for them to treat.
Stewing about a case that you can’t figure out, but

the client has no money for a referral. Hearing that
another colleague has committed suicide, because
they can no longer bear the burden of this career.
What is the best thing about being a vet?
New puppy/kitten visits, being able to start clients
out on the right foot with training and medical advice. Enjoying their excitement over a new addition
into their family. Puppy breath. Purring kittens.
Watching them grow on subsequent visits. Solving
problems before they get out of hand. Having a client
tell you how much they appreciate you—even if it’s
after you’ve helped them make the hardest decision of
their lives. Understanding that the cycle of life means
when you have to close one door—saying goodbye to
a family member—it opens the door for a new being
to enter your life if you choose.■

Pet Profile
Home Life
Name:
Address:
Phone:

Stats
DOB:

Age:

Weight:

Color:

Gender:

Breed:

Microchip#:

Lic#:

Feeding
Brand:

Location:

Time(s):

Amount:

Treats?

Amount:

Medications: Time/Amount:

What if there is an emergency and
someone else has to take care of your
pet? Will they have the information
necessary to make your pet comfortable while you’re away?

Vet / Emergency
Primary Vet:
ER Vet:
ER Contact:

Do you have your vet’s number handy
in case of sudden illness?
What if your pet is lost? Do you have a
picture and description handy?
Fill out this form and post it in a easily
spotted place, like the refrigerator door.
This information could save your pet’s
life.

Post Pet
Photo Here
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INTERVIEW |

Kimbe Abernathy

Kimbe Abernathy is an author,
hairstylist, salon owner, and educator from Vallejo. As owner of
COSMEBAR, she’s turned her natural gifts into an influential brand.
Kimbe’s been working since she was fifteen, and
this powerhouse woman isn’t discouraged easily. She
grew up in Louisville, Kentucky, home of the late
Great Muhamad Ali, and then moved to California.
As a child, she knew she was a little different from
the crowd. “I was not afraid to stand alone,” Kimbe
says. “Yet I was the one who had everybody over
for slumber parties and outings. I was always the
organizer.”
Her father passed away when she was very young,
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and her mother was an inspiration to her. “My
mother kept it moving all the time. People would
look at her like, ‘How do you do that?’ From my
mother, I learned not to ‘pity party’ too long when
things do not go as planned. Indirectly, I was
taught to ‘figure it out’.”
She started her career at fifteen, and once people
saw the fire of her determination, support for her
grew. “Hairstyling, is my first love. I love connecting with people on a deeper level and understanding
their beauty needs and wants. I still service longtime clients and referrals by appointment. I attend
tradeshows and check out the latest trends for ongoing learning. I also facilitate education at Trade
Shows and Seminars including COSMEBAR Academy which I established in 2012.”
As an educator, she enjoys when students experience that “A-ha!” moment. When asked what’s
hardest to teach students, she said, “Accountability
is the most challenging to learn, to first address
yourself before a finger is pointed. It takes being
completely real about who you are, how you understand things, and how one plays a part in outcome.
It takes time to learn to look at the entire picture of
a situation.”
When people started asking her questions about
the industry and how to achieve their goals, she decided she needed to write a book. “Listening to people tell me their goals and years later still listening
to the same goal with no progress towards the goal,
led me to write this book.”
Can You Action Past Your Devil’s Advocate? is a
gateway book and motivator to help readers stay
focused all the time, every time to accomplish their
goals. “Keeping your mind right takes daily activity, just like being internally healthy takes daily activity by eating correctly and-or exercising. To be a
goal accomplisher, we have to exercise our mind daily.”
With so much going on, you might wonder what
she has coming next. “I’m focusing on getting the
word out about the book. I’m also launching an
online education hub, creating new niche servicing,
while speaking at community and industry events.”
You can find out more about Kimbe at
www.KimbeAbernathy.com or follow her on Instagram at: Kimbe_Abernathy■

Are you an existing, new or upcoming entrepreneur? Do you
have business goals? This audiobook is an easy-to-listen-to, relaxed, and easy-to-understand work. It's a great book for helping you to expound on your vision and put it into action through 12 elaborated tips on what it takes to move forward.
This is an undeniable source of motivation, bursting with inspiration for the entrepreneurial mind, from the desk of an average member of society.
Can You Action Past Your Devil's Advocate? is jam-packed with success tips, famous
quotes, and profiles of iconic, successful leaders and mentors, plus a variety of main takeaways. Let's listen so we can move on to excellence, creating our own success stories!
This book will provoke you to rise to the challenge and overcome obstacles. It will lead
you to fight for your life and your dreams and point the way toward reaching the top at

“We all have a little entrepreneur inside of us. Wanting to leverage it is what gives
us an entrepreneurial spirit and an entrepreneurial mind. Actually doing it makes
one an entrepreneur.” ― K. Abernathy Can You Action Past Your Devil's Advocate

BOOKS |5

Fantastic Dog Books

Groucho Marx once famously
said, “Outside of a dog, a book is
a man’s best friend. Inside of a
dog, it’s too dark to read.”
Indeed, dogs and books go together like chew
toys and tennis balls. Here are five recommended
books about very good dogs.

1. The Call of the Wild
by Jack London
This classic novel of adventure is
as exciting now as it was when
first published in 1916. Buck
grows up pampered and adored in
“the sun-kissed Santa Clara Valley,” until he is stolen, transported
to Alaska, and trained as a sled
dog. In Alaska, Buck quickly
learns how to fight for dominance among other sled
dogs and how to survive a series of masters ranging
from indifferent to abusive. Buck find a true friend
in John Thorton, but is also tempted to abandon
the world of humans altogether. Will his love for
Thorton keep him from becoming completely wild?
The book is fast moving, thrilling, and rich in
the sense of danger and opportunity that prevailed
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during the Klondike Gold Rush. Buck is a fascinating character. While this story contains brutality
against animals and people, it also contains loyalty
and affection. Dog lovers, be prepared for some
hard scenes as not all the canine characters survive,
but also be prepared for an exciting story of wilderness survival.

2. No Better Friend:
One Man, One Dog,
and Their Extraordinary Story of Courage and Survival in
WWII
by Robert Weintraub
British Aircraftman Frank Williams was a prisoner of war in
the Pacific during WWII. He befriended a dog, Judy, who kept hanging around the camp. The harrowing but heartwarming friendship between the
two involves starvation, disease, and shipwreck, but
also mutual loyalty as Williams and Judy saved
each other’s lives again and again. Judy saved not
only Williams’ life, but the lives of other prisoners
as well. This biography of Williams and Judy is affectionate, and vivid, and speaks powerfully of the
human and canine need for companionship and affection during desperate times.

3. Only a Kiss
by Mary Balough
Imogen is widowed during the
Napoleonic Wars and lives in seclusion in the home of her deceased husband. When Percival
Hayes, the inheritor of the estate,
shows up to examine the property, he is startled to find that not
only is the property inhabited by
Imogen, but also by numerous rescued dogs and
cats. Romance fans will love the tender romance between Percival and Imogen, the combination of pain
and humor—they are both experts at the art of witty repartee—and their irresistible chemistry. Dog
lovers will love the friendship that develops between
Percival, who claims to dislike dogs, and Hector, the
least impressive dog on the property.
Although this book is part of a series, The Survivor’s Club, it works just fine as a stand-alone book.
The series as a whole does a great job of addressing
the impact of various kinds of disabilities, and it
mixes the angst with abundant humor.

4. Inside of a Dog:
What
Dogs
See,
Smell, and Know
by Alexandra Horowitz

5. Cujo
by Stephen King
Look, we all know that Cujo is a
mad killer dog who terrorizes a
woman and her son on a hot summer day, but author Stephen King
makes it clear that Cujo is a very
good dog at heart. Cujo is a sweet
St. Bernard who has the misfortune of being bitten by a rabid
bat. Driven mad by rabies, Cujo traps Donna and
her young son Tad in their broken down car. Cujo
becomes a force of sheer terror, killing several people
and leaving Donna and her son to battle not only
Cujo but also the heat of their car. The ending is a
tearjerker for many reasons, including this quote:
“It would perhaps not be amiss to point out that he
had always tried to be a good dog... He would have died
for them, if that had been required. He had never wanted to kill anybody.”
For a slightly happier ending, try the movie
adaption, and take comfort in the fact that the
stunt dogs kept spoiling takes by wagging their tails
and licking up the fake foam around their mouths.
It was made of egg whites and sugar.■

What is your dog thinking?
Cognitive scientist Alexandra
Horowitz explains dogs’ sense
and thinking patterns, and then
helps readers understand what
the world seems like from the
dogs’ point of view. Horowitz challenges the reader
to imagine seeing the world primarily through smell.
She explains why dogs don’t watch TV, why they
bark and jump, what life is like from a lower vantage point—in terms of height—and the physical
and behavioral differences between dogs and wolves.
This is a great book for science buffs and dog owners, written in a casual and approachable style.
Place an ad with SEARCH Magazine to reach
readers in the San Francisco Bay Area & around
the world.
Contact: searchmagazinead@gmail.com
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Clove
Studded
Ham
with
Orange Glaze
FOOD
|Spring
Fresh Pea
Soup
BY BRIAN AND PATRICIA DAKE

Spring is the time of farmers’
markets and fresh vegetables. I
love wandering up and down the
aisles of an open market, reveling
in the bright colors, textures, and
scents of the produce.
Meeting the local growers is always a treat and what
could be better than bringing food straight from









Ingredients:
2 cups peas, fresh shelled from pod
1/2 onion, medium, peeled
2 cup water
2 tablespoon salted butter
16oz heavy whipping cream
Salt
Pepper, black cracked










TOOLS:
Glass measuring cup that measures 2 cups
4 qt Soup pan / Stock pot with lid
10" Chef's knife
Grater, course cut
Cup measures
Spoon, large cooking
Blender with lid
Sieve, coarse wire mesh
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their farm to my table? It’s sustainable, green, and
the Northern California way.
If you reside in the greater Bay Area, farmers’
markets are plentiful on weekends from March to
August. To find one close to where you live, search
online for events in your area. It is good idea each
year to check on the current location, as you may
discover they have a new home with the new season.
If I pass one on my way to or from home, I’m likely to stop just for the fun of it. Without thinking, I
find myself loading up on fresh fruits and vegetables, using them to grace my home in decorative
bowls scattered throughout my kitchen and living
room until it’s time to prepare and serve them.
Peas are an early arrival in the spring and are
most easily available for purchase in the pod in
March and April. Later in the growing season, you
will more likely find them shelled in grocery stores
that feature organic or specialty foods.
In this recipe we use no meat broth as it tends to
overpower the delicate flavor of the peas. It will
serve four as a first course or, if you prefer, works as
a light soup meal for two with the addition of a
crusty baguette with butter.
To complement the soup, I recommend pairing it
with a Pinot Grigio wine.

PREPARATION
1. Split the pea pods with your thumb and fingers, placing the peas in a measuring cup until you have 2 cups
of peas.
2. Discard empty pea pods in compost or trash.
3. Using the chef's knife cut ends from onion and peel off
outside layers of dried onion skin.
4. Grate 1/2 of the medium onion.

Cook
5. Place soup pan over medium-high heat and add butter and grated onion.
6. Stir onion frequently enough to prevent the butter or
the onions from browning.
7. Once the onion pieces start to become translucent,
add the peas and stir for a minute or so, coating the
peas in the butter mixture.
8. Add 1/2 cup of the water to soup pan and cover with
lid.

9. Turning heat to low, simmer mixture for 5 minutes.
10. Remove lid from pan and
stir remaining 1 1/2 cups
water to pan. Adding the
water into the pea mixture
quickly drops the temperature, helping to preserve the
bright green color of the
peas.
11. Remove pan from heat,
turn off burner.

BLEND
12. Carefully spoon pea mixture into blender.
13. Place the lid on the blender and blend until peas
are smooth.
14. Rinse and drain soup pan to remove any residue.
15. Pour pureed pea mixture through sieve into
soup pan.

SIMMER

cream in the carton to garnish the finished soup.
18. Cook soup mixture for 10-12 minutes, stirring as
necessary to prevent the cream from forming a
skin.
19. Add salt and cracked black pepper to taste.

16. Place soup pan with pea puree on burner over
medium-high heat.
17. Stir all but 1 tablespoon of cream into the soup
pan. Reserving the remaining tablespoon of

20. Spoon soup into bowls and garnish with decorative stripes and spots of cream.
21. Serve immediately.

SERVE

tips
Fresh garden peas taken from the
pod make the very best soup. Even
store-bought sugar snap peas may be
used. If fresh peas are out of season,
frozen peas make a reasonable substitute.
 If you use a whole onion and only
grate the half you need for the recipe,
you can avoid exposing your fingertips to injury.■


Did you make this dish? Send us
pictures of your creations to:
searchmagazinemail@gmail.com
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DIY |

Build a Catio

Beloved felines all over the
globe love nothing more than to
roam the outdoors and get into
all kinds of hidey holes secretly
stalking the next big ball of fuzz to
cross their paths.
However, it has become increasing dangerous to
allow our furbabies out with so many hazards afoot.
Instead, folks have turned their patios into catios or
catbitats.
We’ve all seen them! Fantastic outdoor cat retreats resembling screen-in porches or lanais. Catios
range from as small as an extended window sill built
off a high-rise to as elaborate as an entire backyard
with a koi pond flowing through it. Catios are as diverse as their owners and can easily flow from the
inside jungle gym environment to their contained
and safe outside getaway.
Tips to Dress Up Your Catio
Hidey Holes Abound! Cats love to play hide and
seek. Everyone who owns a cat waits in anticipation
when they see their furbaby crouch down on their
front legs, hike up their hind end, and rock back and
forth until just the right moment to pounce on their
prey, even if it’s a catnip stuffed mouse. Who needs
to binge on Netflix when you have cats?
Here are some great ideas for your cat enclosure.
Consider adding fun and unique walkways between
platforms such as bridges or tops of walls, an obstacle course made specifically for them, or hang an
outdoor rug vertically on one wall where they can
climb and sharpen their claws. Add an outdoor kitty
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-litter box to give them that authentic outdoor experience. Add ladders to climb or cat-sized hamster
wheels, and, if possible, tree branches strong enough
to comfortably allow kitties to pretend they’re a
mountain lion.
Fresh water is a must. Most kitties love running
water so give them a fountain, or if you’re able, add
a fresh water source in the form of a fish pond. Cats
will spend hours watching the fish.
Add a bird or squirrel feeder close to the enclosure,
but be sure to secure the feline compound well, or
you’ll end up provided your felines a buffet.
Your kitties love your energy, and most of them
will want to be in your space. Consider moving your
favorite getaway spot out into the catio and add a
hammock for you both.
Real Plants
Risks and Benefits
There are many types of plants to beautify your
catbitat that are safe for kitty to romp in and even
eat. When you’re designing for the first time or giving your catio a new spring facelift, keep these
plants in mind. It’s always best to research every
type of plant before you put them in your kitty enclosure just to make sure it is the best choice for you
and your feline pal.
Marigolds are perfect for kitty to hide in as well as
keeping away bugs. Spider plants are considered non
-toxic, but ASPCA does warn that even though the
spider plant is safe, it can contain chemical compounds related to opium. Probably won’t have the
same effect as catnip, but let the kitties have their
fun.

Other plants to consider are wheat, oat, and
lemongrasses, mint, parsley, thyme, rosemary, valerian, silver vine, johnny-jump ups, zinnias, and catnip (no brainer). Not only can you have a happy kitty, but you can eat out this garden delight with the
parsley, rosemary, and thyme.
Avoid philodendrons, agave, tulips, daffodils, lilies, rhododendrons, aloe, ivy, rhubarb, marijuana,
Chinese evergreens, dracaena, and sage palms. Even
though they are beautiful, these exotic plants have
dangerous side-effects to kitties. According to Tina
Wismer, DVM, medical director of the ASPCA’s poison control center, if you suspect your kitty has ingested any of these plants, please get them to the
vet immediately.
Santa Cruz County
Catio Tour
Not sure what to do or how to make a Catio? Take
a day trip down to Santa Cruz and check out their
Catio tour offered by the Santa Cruz County Animal
Shelter. The Santa Cruz County Animal Shelter and
Native Animal Rescue are organizing a self-guided

Catio Tour featuring different cat patio styles. Participants will go to eleven catios at homes throughout the county. For more info on dates and times:
scanimalshelter.org/catio-tour-guide-2016
DIY or Hire a Contractor?
There are tons of online resources to help provide
step by step instructions on how to build one yourself or to hire a local contractor in your area who
specializes in kitty condos. Pinterest is a tremendous
resource full of images to help provide inspirations
that will fit any sized catio and budget.
Here're a couple of tips for a tight budget to get
you and kitty feeling better. Consider checking out
secondhand shops for a large dog crate. Cut holes in
the sides of cardboard boxes and connected them
with tape. Be sure to align the holes so kitty can easily navigate and hide through the boxes. Hang a cat
toy at the top and sprinkle with your favorite brand
of catnip. Lift the lid of the crate, place the boxes
inside, snap on the top for a safe playroom for kitty
in or outside. ■

Share your crafting results with
us! Send pictures, comment,
or questions to:
searchmagazinemail@gmail.com
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COMMUNITY |

The Ghost Ship Fire

Friday, December 2, 2016
marked the tragic loss of 36 lives
in a fire at the Ghost Ship, a warehouse near the famous Jingletown art district in Oakland’s
Fruitvale community.
Ghost Ship was a live/work art and event space
and, like many such spaces here in East Bay, home
to an eclectic group of creative people. Many of the
people who lived there were integral parts of the
Bay Area’s underground art scene. They included
both members of the synthpop act Introflirt, Nicole
Renae Siegrist and Ben Runnels, DJ and beatboxer
Billy Dixon, and Ara Jo, a key member of the East
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Bay Alternative Book and Zine Fest’s organization
team.
The SF Zine Fest made this official statement
regarding her passing. “Ara's work in the zine community asked us to hear the least heard voices and
to value the least valued lives—in other words,
asked us to remember the society that zine culture
says is possible.”
James Leon, a DJ and underground horror
filmmaker, once spent nine months as a resident artist and event organizer at Ghost Ship. During that
period of time, he produced a musical event called
Fabrik Haus at the ill-fated venue.
“The artwork within was amazing,” said Leon.
“They were actively involved with making a positive difference within the community. They had all

kinds of events there. Anyone who liked the space
and presented the manager/lease-holder with a good
event could work out a financial arrangement.”
Fabrik Haus, a gothic music, horror cinema, and
fashion event has moved to Los Angeles along with
Leon, its organizer. Unlike Leon, Barrett Clark, another fixture on the local music scene, stayed in the
Bay Area and lost his life in the fire. During his time
in the Bay Area, Leon was personally acquainted
with Clark. “Barrett and I were familiar and friendly with each other, but didn't hang out regularly.
We were connected through people in the Katabatic
and Spaz communities,” said Leon.
Since the fire, many who have come into contact
with Derick Ion Almena, the controversial manager
of Ghost Ship, have blamed him for the incident,
calling the warehouse a firetrap. Far less media attention has been focused on Chor
Ng, the 62 year old property owner,
who was rarely around and not directly involved. The space was not
licensed for residential nor entertainment purposes. This has led to a national crackdown on live/work warehouse spaces that some local arts
activists are calling a witch hunt.
Even those who benefit from these live/work
event spaces tend to have mixed feelings about the
tension between needing warm places off the streets
to live and create and the dangers of creative spaces
available to the marginally housed, illegally housed,
and squatters.
“At first, it seemed promising,” said Leon. “I
bonded with Derik and Micah the managers/leaseholders, because we shared eclectic interests and are
close in age. Then I learned of too much that was
problematic in their personal lives and how that affected the warehouse's condition and those of us who
needed a cheap place to stay. Had it not been for
this place, I, along with my three cats, would have
been on the streets. Even though it was a problematic environment, there were glimmers of comradery/community. When I was there it was a revolving door of eccentrics whose personalities sometimes conflicted with Derick.”
In the wake of this tragedy, many in the Oakland arts community are concerned that this will be
used as an excuse to double down on the already
rampant gentrification. Many artists have been
chased out of San Francisco and here to the East

Bay. Groups like We the Artists of the Bay Area
(artistsofthebay.org) are rushing to close the gap
and legalize warehouse live/work spaces before the
national witch hunt that has risen up against them
since the fire that hit Oakland and it becomes another San Francisco East. San Francisco’s notoriously
high rents and Tech-Bro driven real estate/renter’s
market have resulted in rampant gentrification and
a serious paring down of the once renowned art scene.
“Being an artist in the Bay Area has always been
extremely challenging. As a college graduate with a
B.F.A. in Fine Arts in 1991, it was incredibly challenging to find a place where I could live and work,”
said Anne Pinkowski, a native Oaklander and award
-winning local sculptor who came up in the warehouse scene in the nineties. “I was able to find a
warehouse in Jingletown with no
heat and convince friends, three of
whom were artists, to move in with
me: a classical pianist, a puppeteer, a
glass blower, and myself, a sculptor.”
Like many who are currently involved with the Oakland art scene,
Pinkowski is concerned about the future of young artists who will need
legal live/work spaces in order to survive in Oakland.
“It is unfathomable how a young artist could
even dream to live in a legal live/work space in today's age. I fear the sketchier properties they are
able to afford will soon be snatched up by developers
intending to convert them to high priced loft spaces
for dotcommers. The City of Oakland has experienced an unimaginable tragedy, and their best option for recovery is to lead our nation by building
SAFE low income creative live/work spaces instead
of handing out eviction notices and red tags,” said
Pinkowski.
In the wake of this tragedy, Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf has pledged 1.7 million dollars in funding
to help save our precious arts community. To
demonstrate the seriousness of Mary Schaaf and The
City of Oakland’s commitment to resolving this crisis, 75k from this pledge has already been allocated
through the Community Arts Stabilization Trust to
the Keeping Space–Oakland grant program to secure safe and affordable arts spaces in Oakland. For
more information about the program and its guidelines, visit cast-sf.org/keeping-space-oakland.■
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AUTISM |Take

Care of You

BY ASHLEY VRUBLEVSKIY

Even as the tides
turn on societal
definitions of gender specified parenting roles, I still
tend to hear how
much
burden
mothers hold in
raising their children.
I’m sure there’s a biological
and scientific reason for it,
but whatever it is, as moms,
we take on this added weight
in how parenting affects our
daily lives. Moms in particular need to pay special attention to our personal health
and wellbeing. This is even
more essential when you factor in the added difficulties in
raising a special needs child.
Moms, this one is for you. I
know all too well the immense pressure you put on yourself in raising your
children. When Zander received his autism diagnosis, I felt this immediate sense of guilt, as if it was
entirely my fault, as if I did (or didn’t do) something
to cause it. Obviously this isn’t a healthy way to
think or feel, but it tends to be my default setting.
Maybe you don’t take all of this stress and guilt on
internally like I do, but I know all moms experience
some degree of personal sacrificing tendencies when
it comes to our children. This parenting gig can
sometimes be a delayed gratification system. You
don’t immediately get back all that you give. You
often have to give way more than you receive in order to just keep these little humans alive. In turn,
self-care tends to get put on the back burner. More
often than not, my children’s needs come first, even
more so with a nonverbal seven year old, but I don’t
believe that means my needs have to be completely
ignored. They can’t be! I can’t be the best mom I
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want to be if I’m continually missing the bar on my
mental and physical health.
Do not feel guilty for taking care of yourself. I did
this for far too long. Guess what? My kids weren’t
happier. Doing so resulted in bouts of depression
that made it even more difficult to be a good mom.
The problem is we are busy, tired, underfunded,
and overextended. The first step of change is to stop
and assess where you are and where you want to be
in your personal journey. After polling a number of
friends, a few top categories arose: mental health,
emotional wellbeing, physical health, rest, family/
friends, and indulgences. Each of us may need something different. Make a list of what makes YOU
happy. Once you know where you need to focus,
you can start planning how and when you can
achieve your goals. Where do you need the most
care? Start there.

For me, depression will creep in quickly if I’m not
paying close attention. I need to be sure I am talking
through my emotional issues with someone I trust,
getting time alone, and giving myself goals to attain
that are focused on my happiness. This means I need
to know what makes me happy. I’ve accepted that I
can’t do this all by myself, and there are plenty of
people in my life who want to help if I let them. I’m
letting them. You should, too. Find your tribe of

“Do not feel guilty for taking
care of yourself.”
helpers, no matter how big or small, and utilize them.
Make it a priority. If you are low on funds, utilize nap
times or bed times, or enlist a close friend to keep
your kids for a few hours, and then return the favor
for her. Get creative and make it happen.
Since writing helps me work through emotions, I’ve
been keeping a journal with me to jot down my feelings. Maybe you love dancing, or yoga, or music with
powerful lyrics, or complete silence. Some of us crave
a sweaty workout at the gym or a long nap. All we
need is a night with our closest girlfriends or a date
night with our significant other. Some days just putting on makeup and changing out of our pajamas
makes us a whole new person. Honestly, sometimes I
just need a good latte to call it a successful day.
These are just a few ideas. Do what works for you.
Create situations where you can address your needs
and give yourself grace when these situations don’t
always work out perfectly. Nap times get interrupted,
date nights get cancelled, kids get sick, and so do you.
Try again another day. Just don’t give up! You are
worth it. ■

Got errands?
No time?
Swamped?

Frazzled?
Let us help.

Personal and Business
Errand and
Delivery Service

(925) 437-0771
TKOErrandServices.weebly.com

HUMOR |

Just One of the Litter

I was raised by a French girl,
coached by a Golden boy, and
taught the meaning of true love
by a Yorkshire girl.
They were, in order, a poodle, a retriever, and a terrier. If you said I’m a dog person, I wouldn’t contradict you, though I like cats, too. I like all animals,
usually more than I like people, but dogs… A dog is
the only creature that will love you more than you
love yourself.
We got Lollipop (the names have been changed to
protect my computer security), the toy poodle, when
I was nine months old, and she was my girl. When I
was four I learned to whistle loudly enough to be
heard two blocks away, and Lollipop came running
every time—a little black blur
through the neighborhood,
RAGS
back in the days when dogs and
kids could wander freely without busybodies freaking out
and calling the authorities.
Twenty years later, Prince
was Dad’s dog. Prince was a
four-year-old, unfixed, male
Golden Retriever who needed a
home when his owner got
transferred. Prince was the
most human dog I’ve ever met,
and I could write an entire article just about him, but his
stand-out talent was all dog.
Prince was a ‘crotch dog’, insisting on greeting everyone with a solid, cold, wet nose in the crotch. The
crotch owner was expected to get over his/her shock
and rub Prince’s ears in greeting.
Decades passed before I was once again gifted with
a dog in my life. After Prince’s seventy-plus pounds
of ‘howyoudoin’, Rags was a bit of a shock. Rags was
a Yorkshire Terrier of the tiniest sort. When we got
her at eight weeks old, she fit in the palm of my
hand. At a year old she was only three pounds. With
Prince, if I’d passed gas, I could blame it on the him,
just as he did with me, but with Rags? Do you know
how hard it is to blame a five-pound fart on a threepound dog? No one ever believed it was Rags, even
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when it was her. And her belches could silence a room
from sheer shock over such a cavernous sound coming from such a wee thing. I caught the blame for
those, too.
Rags was a CKC-registered show dog, from a legitimate breeder. The intent was to show her as a puppy
and then as an adult, and breed her two or three
times. She never got big enough to show as an adult,
but she had one show as a puppy and brought home
a minor-ribbon for cuteness. During her one and only
show, I learned some interesting things, but what
stuck with me most was finding out that when the
sweet senior next to me leaned in and whispered,
“Are you showing?” a dog show is the only place
where it is acceptable to point and say “That bitch is
mine,” then have the senior smile and say, “You
must be so proud.”
But Rags wasn’t show material, and the breeding plan didn’t
work out. She was perfectly
content to take me for walks so
she could stop and sniff and
check her pee-mails, then tug
me home, crawl into my folded
arms, and fall asleep over my
heart. My little Heart Dog. I
even made her a major character in my first novel, The Broken Shield, in which she will
live forever as a pixie princess
disguised as a Yorkie while hiding in our world from Oberon,
the King of Faery.
Nowadays, I’m the proud papa of three beasts, two
cats, Kerouac—all loud, hungry attitude—and Calliope—all cuddles and casual conversation—and another Yorkie, Tucson—my hyper, whiney, clingy girl
I couldn’t do without. Rags has been gone two-and-a
-half years, and we all miss her, but these three make
sure I never lack for cuddles and love, and messes to
clean up.
My dogs have taught me three things:
True love will always come when called,
Always greet friends with enthusiasm,
Three pounds of pure love sleeping
next to your heart is as good as it gets.■

The Engine Woman’s Light
By Laurel Anne Hill
A Life-Saving Mission
A mystical vision of an airship appears to
fifteen-year-old Juanita in 1894. The longdead captain commands her to prevent California’s thrown-away people—including young
children—from boarding trains to an asylum.
That institution’s director plots murder to
reduce the inmate population.
Spirits watch over Juanita. But who is she? A
mystic in love who holds life sacred? Or a
ghost-possessed railroad-saboteur?
To save innocent lives Juanita must take
lives of the corrupt. How can she reconcile
her assignment with her belief in the sacredness of all human life? And will she survive
to marry her betrothed?
Juanita sets out despite inner trepidation to
sabotage the railroad. Her ancestor Billy, the
ghost of a steam locomotive engineer, guides
her. Then bit by bit, she discovers the gutwrenching truths all of her ancestors neglected to reveal.
Ghosts, Goggles, Guns and Grit
Come visit Juanita’s world—an alternate
nineteenth-century California—where spirits
meet steampunk, where both love and anger
emanate from beyond the grave.

Available now in print and eBook.

Sand Hill Review Press, Publisher
Cover art by Julie Dillon,
winner of Hugo & Chesley Awards.

LAUREL ANNE HILL grew up
in San Francisco, with more
dreams of adventure than
good sense or money. Her
close brushes with death,
love of family, respect for
honor and belief in a higher
power continue to influence
her writing and life. She
lives in Northern California
with David, her husband.
For more about Laurel, visit
her website at:
laurelannehill.com

BAY AREA |

Japantown

Away from the main shopping
district, BART train, and Muni system, Japantown is often an overlooked part of San Francisco some
people don’t even know is there.
Tucked away behind non-descript buildings, the
only clue to its presence from the main Geary Street
thoroughfare is the Peace Pagoda piercing up
through the cityscape in Peace Plaza.
Japantown (also known as Nihonmachi) was part of
the Western Addition built after the 1906 Earthquake. In the 1968, the Peace Pagoda was installed, a
five-tiered concrete stupa given as a gift from sister
city Osaka, Japan. Although Peace Pagoda may be
the only recognizable landmark you can see from the
street, Japantown actually covers six square city
blocks.
Japantown celebrates two major festivals a year.
The Northern California Cherry Blossom Festival
every April and the Nihonmachi Street Fair held in
August. During the festivals you can expect a lot of
cultural dancing, shows, and activities. However, I
find it best to visit on a normal weekday when the
crowds are smaller. You can get there by bus and
parking is available for a fee.
EAT
Picking a place to eat can be the hardest part of
your visit. If you like sushi and traditional Japanese
food, you’ll be hard-pressed to narrow your choices,
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but don’t just choose the Benihana chain. Adventure
out and find your favorite spot. My favorite restaurant is tucked inside a corner of the mall. Kui Shin
Bo is a sushi bar and restaurant with reasonable prices and a great “choose two items” Bento-box special.
May’s Café is situated in the courtyard of Kintetsu
Mall. It’s great for kids because the noise level is
louder than some of the more quaint restaurants.
They serve a few traditional dishes with a mix of
American stuff for those not into Japanese food.
They also sell the cute fish-shaped waffles called taiyaki with chocolate, chocolate and banana, or bean
filling. Make sure to order them hot off the press.
They taste better warm, and they go fast, so order
early.
SHOP
Shopping is a treat in Japantown with artistry,
clothing, and stationary goods imported from Japan
as well as jewelry, accessories, and discount stores
sure to fit even the tightest of budgets.
Kinokuniya is a big book store with separate Manga and stationery sections. One half of their store is
Asian-language books and the other, English. They
have a lot of unusual art books and a wide array of
gifts.
The Paper Tree is a must-see for origami admirers
or enthusiasts. The Mihara sisters are award-winning
origami artists who often display their work in the
store. Even if you feel unable to do origami yourself,
seeing their work might inspire you to try. They are
very friendly and teach classes on a regular basis.
Specialty clothing stores like Baby the Stars Shine
Bright bring in fashionistas you might see walking
about town. For those of you who like to mix shopping with a bit of tea and sweets, visit the Crown &
Crumpet Tea Shop in the same building.
STAY
Hotel Kubuki is the perfect place to stay if you are
visiting from out of town or would like to spend more
than one day there. The view from the hotel room is
awesome. The rooms are clean and minimalist, decorated with Japanese painted screens on the walls.
Bigger than most in the city, the rooms give you a
peaceful feel to your stay. Hotel Kubuki is connected
to the malls, so you don’t even have to go outside to
find yourself in the heart of the shopping area. ■

|EVENTS

Orinda Theatre’s 75th
Anniversary

Indigo Signal Hill
Book Signing

Staff Writer, Laurel Anne Hill, and husband attended the 1940’s themed 75th
Anniversary of the Orinda Theatre in
Orinda California.

Staff Writer, Tim Reynolds, at the
Remembrance Day signing of his novel,
Waking Anastasia at Indigo Signal Hill
bookstore in Calgary, Alberta. Photo by
publisher, Margaret Curelas.

New York Book Signing
Staff Writer, Suzanne Madron, signing
books in The Tower in Hanover, PA at
Merlin’s Coffee.

New Zealand VS. Ireland
Chicago Ruby Match
Spy Vs. Spy Sage Gala
Staff Writer, Tim Reynolds attended
the Spy Vs. Spy Sage Gala fundraiser
for Sage Theatre. Calgary, Alberta.
Photo by Grace Lu.

Mid-Michigan
Renaissance Festival
Staff Writer, Valarie Kinney, signing
books in Vassar Michigan's MidMichigan Renaissance Festival.

Staff Writer, Michele Roger, with
daughter Libby in Chicago at the international rugby match between New
Zealand and Ireland. It was the first
time Ireland beat New Zealand in 100
years!

Would you like SEARCH to attend your next event? Contact us at:
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BY EMERIAN RICH
treat

“My cat loves Temptations Cat Treats. Although she will eat other treats if there are none,
she really gets happy when I open Temptations. They have lots of good nutrition for her and
no artificial flavors. The outside is crispy, but what I think she likes best is the soft center.
The outside crunch helps cut down on tartar build up on her teeth, but the inside is all yum.
Temptations has several flavors including an anti-hairball variety and an extra calcium
type, but my girl likes the chicken flavor best. They are re-sealable so they will stay fresh,
and I can measure how much she gets at one time.” ~K. Wade, South San Francisco■
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“I love the kitty collector game, Neko Atsume. It's
a Japanese game where the only object of the game
is to get all 50+ cats to come and visit your yard.
They have these cute rare cats that will be dressed
up and do things. For example Mr. Meowgi is
dressed like a samurai, and if you put out a certain
cushion, he comes to meditate on it. You start out
by putting out free food that is given to you to attract the cats. When they are done visiting, they
leave fish. You can then trade the fish to buy better food and toys which in turn attracts more cats.
It's so much simpler than having a real life kitty
collection. There's no fighting, no cleaning up litter
boxes, and no money spent. It's very relaxing.”
~C. Rains, Concord■

“The Blue Heron series
romances by Kristan Higgins are a fun collection
filled with romance and
doggies. Set in the town of
Manningsport, every resident has a pup, and they all
play a part in the inspiring
tales of unexpected love.
My favorite one of the series
is Perfect Match. Honor,
who runs the family winery,

is Miss “In Control”. She’s
good at business, but not
relationships. She's been in
love with the same Mr. Perfect most of her life, but he
just sees them as friends
with benefits. Tom is an
adorable Englishman who
has allowed his almost stepson's happiness to overrule
his own. When Honor realizes her clock is ticking and
Mr. Perfect isn't going to
give her a happy ever after,
she takes a chance on a
green card marriage. Her
fiancé, Tom, is thankful but
suspicious of her selfless act.
The two soon find out they
have more in common than
they thought. Their chemistry despite their differences
is magnetic.”
~E. Rich, San Francisco■

PET FEEDER
“I love the gravity pet feeder. I can fill it up, and my cats will be taken care of for days. I
like that it's clear so you can tell how much food is in there. My four pets come to eat all at
different times, and the feeder will fill the bowl as they eat. The bowl is also high enough
so that the food doesn’t get all over the floor. I am secure in knowing that if I don't get
home in time or I go out of town, the pets will be fed. They also have a water one where
they can drink from.” ~V. McCollum, Pittsburg.■
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Looking for affordable ad
space? Place an ad with
SEARCH Magazine to
reach readers in the San
Francisco Bay Area in
print and around the
world in our eMag.
Contact:
searchmagazinead@gmail.com

Fresh food, great service, and quality ingredients.
Order in, pickup, or catering services available.

Parma Deli
3521 Clayton Rd.
Concord, CA 94519
(925) 685-5705
parmadelicatering@gmail.com

Lord Harrington’s Lost Doe
By Emmy Z. Madrigal
Lord Alexander Harrington’s life is rather tame until a shoeless, coatless waif is
found wandering his estate with no memory of who she is. Despite his stoicism,
Lord Harrington finds himself drawn to the lost girl who he compares to a scared
doe. Caring for her illness despite speculation of her mental state, he develops feelings for her.
Is she an escaped lunatic, or simply a lost woman desperately in need of his help? A
revelation about his own family’s history with the mental asylum down the road
causes him to question his feelings. When a massive fire breaks out on estate
grounds, will he lose her forever?

holidayspa.us

$40 per hour

$55 per hour

$20 per hour

Open 9:30am-9:30pm
7 days a week

925-240-1888 ■ 6730 Lone Tree Way #4, Brentwood, CA 94513

